ABSTRACT

Humanity wonders if God exists, the answer is YES. Something has created everything in the universe and we already know what it is, God is similar to something in our body.

INTRODUCTION

Logic dictates that something must have created everything in the universe, and we know that everything is made of sub-atomic particles. So logic dictates that God can only be found on a sub-atomic level, God might be some kind of sub-atomic entity. When we look at ourself then we can say that God can be found in our mother, our body is created by something inside our mother. Each living cell in our body is created by stem cells, those stem cells create life and that is an important clue. Humanity is looking for a God who created everything in nature, those stem cells tell us that God most be something like them.

Religious people claim that God has created everything in this universe, but scientists disagree. Scientists claim that everything in the universe is created by nature, so who is right? They are both right, God is something in the universe and it has created nature. If our body was the universe then we would know that God is an amount of stem cells, because stem cells create all living cells. A stem cell can transform itself in the required cells, and those stem cells are able to transform themselves at a very high rate when it's needed. For example our blood cells, they are created by stem cells and they are created at a very high rate. So we know that nature uses that stem cell mechanism to create life, so why would there be another mechanism on a sub-atomic level? Logic dictates that all those sub-atomic particles must have been created by sub-atomic stem cells as well, they have created life on a sub-atomic level. And a clue in nature tells me that I'm right, my Vixra paper 1601.0163 explains why. Nobody noticed that sub-atomic particles have the same properties as the cells in nature, that cannot be a coincidence. Sub-atomic particles are there for a reason, logic dictates that they are there to maintain everything in the universe. Those similar properties tell us that the stem cell mechanism in our body can also be found on a sub-atomic level, sub-atomic particles are created by sub-atomic stem cells. And you can easily determine that it makes sense, because you can trace back what the origin of the universe is. My Vixra paper 1803.0165 explains why our visible universe can only be a growing ether bubble in an endless absolute vacuum (a primal universe), that ether bubble contains ether particles and all kinds of sub-atomic particles (matter).
Those ether particles and sub-atomic particles can only be created by sub-atomic stem cells, their existence must be based on that same stem cell mechanism. And logic dictates that the ether bubble's rate of expansion requires that those ether particles were/are created at a very high rate as well, that very high rate is also an important clue because we know that stem cells can transform themselves at a very high rate. So there must be some kind of source in the center of our visible universe and that source is God, that source uses sub-atomic stem cells to create everything in our universe or that source is an enormous amount of sub-atomic stem cells. There is nothing else out there, my Vixra paper 1803.0165 explains that there can only be an endless absolute vacuum outside our visible universe. That endless absolute vacuum is "nothing", and logic dictates that "nothing" cannot have a size or dimension (so it's endless). But who has created those sub-atomic stem cells?, I don't know, but logic dictates that a God cannot be created by something else. Stem cells are capable of dividing and renewing themselves, so it makes sense that God started as one sub-atomic stem cell and it replicated itself since then.

CONCLUSION

Humanity is looking for something that they already know, God is similar to the stem cells in our body. We are created by stem cells and everything in our visible universe is created by sub-atomic stem cells, those sub-atomic stem cells can be seen as God. Religious people need to think about what they are doing, they are fooling themselves because they already know that we are created by stem cells. It's very obvious that the religious stories are unrealistic, everything in nature is realistic. Religious people know that those religious stories were invented when people were ignorant, but they keep on fooling themselves because those unrealistic stories are passed down from generation to generation (so they remain ignorant). But those religious people are right about one thing, there is an afterlife. Why?, my Vixra paper 1803.0091 explains that our consciousness belongs to our atoms and our atoms don't die.